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July 5, 2012 

 

Via Email 

Jeffrey Goldthorp 

Chief, Communications Systems Analysis Division 

Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau 

Federal Communications Commission 

445 12th Street, SW 

Washington, DC 20554 

 

Re: Transmittal of NRSC Best Practices Task Force Recommendations 

 

Dear Jeff: 

 

The Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS) Network 

Reliability Steering Committee (NRSC) has reviewed the industry Best Practices 

(BPs) developed under the auspices of the Network Reliability and 

Interoperability Council (NRIC).  The review has identified certain BPs that may 

benefit from further review, modification and/or updating by the Communications 

Security, Reliability and Interoperability Council (CSRIC). 

 

The attached spreadsheet includes more information about the BPs in question.  It 

includes four sub-sheets, which categorize BPs based on the actions 

recommended by the NRSC and provide specific detailed information about each 

BP. 

 The “Specific Referral” sheet identifies BPs that the NRSC recommends 

be reviewed by a specific CSRIC Working Group. 

 The “Remove Reference” sheet identifies BPs that include unnecessary 

and outdated references that should be removed. 

 The “Change Reference” sheet identifies BPs that include references 

that should be modified and/or updated.  

 The “Modify BP” sheet identifies BPs that should be revised for clarity 

or to conform to the BP Tutorial that was created by the NRSC and 

distributed to the CSRIC III Working Groups. 

 The “Multi” sheet identifies other BPs that should be revised or deleted. 

 The “FCC DB” sheet includes a correction to a BP that is truncated on 

the FCC online Best Practices database.
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ATIS NRSC requests FCC consideration of these recommendations.  The NRSC recognizes that 

some of these recommendations should be referred to the CSRIC for its review and consideration 

or for review and consideration by relevant CSRIC Working Groups. If you would like ATIS 

NRSC to send these recommendations directly to the CSRIC, please let us know. 

 

Finally, ATIS NRSC recommends that the taglines associated with industry Best Practices be 

removed.  ATIS NRSC members have indicated that they do not believe that these taglines are 

used by the industry.  Moreover, given the lack of consistency in tagline content and the ability to 

search the Best Practices databases by specific terms, the taglines add no value to the Best 

Practices.  ATIS NRSC believes that the removal of the taglines is a non-substantive change that 

does not require CSRIC review/input. 

 

If there are any questions regarding this matter, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
Thomas Goode 

ATIS General Counsel 

 

cc:   John Healy, Associate Division Chief, Cybersecurity and Communications Reliability 

Division 

Stacy Hartman, CSRIC III Steering Committee Chair, Director, Federal Public Policy, 

CenturyLink 
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Specific Referral

		Recommended for WG 8

		NRSC Recommendation		BP Number		Description		Reference

		Under review in CSRIC III WG 8; BP should be reviewed and revised to conform with the Best Practices Tutorial.		 8-5-0570		Intraoffice 911 Termination to Mobile PSAP - Commonly, the transport facility between the PSAP and the serving end office may not have facility route diversity.  To accommodate instances where these facilities are interrupted or it becomes necessary to evacuate the PSAP location, some PSAPs have established mobile PSAP systems that may be connected to phone jacks at the serving end office.  The phone jacks, although usually installed inside the end office for security purposes, are typically installed in an accessible location for ease in locating them during an emergency. Some PSAPs have prearranged with the serving LEC to permit a jurisdictional employee having an emergency vehicle (e.g., police car) equipped with radio capability to retain a key to the LECsâ€™ end office and to connect to an RJ-11 jack  for 911 call interception. Another type of receptacle may be pre-installed in the end office for connection to a mobile PSAP.

		Under review in CSRIC III WG 8; move " (Reference NRIC BP 0578)" to the reference section.		 8-6-3204		Service Providers should work with Public Safety Service and Support providers to educate the public on the proper use of N11 Access codes (211, 311 and 511 services) such that it enables the 911 network and personnel to be exclusively focused on emergencies.  Proper use of all N11 codes, including 911, prevents exhaustion of resources of emergency personnel on non-emergency situations. (Reference NRIC BP 0578)

		Under review in CSRIC III WG 8; 1) duplicate of NRIC BP 0747 with the exception "Public Safety Service and Support providers" 2) Add public safety service and support providers as recommended to CSRIC by WG8. If accepted, BP will need to be updated.		 8-6-3213		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Public Safety Service and Support providers should work together to establish reliability and performance objectives in the field environment.		Refer to NRIC BP 0747

		Recommended for WG 4

		NRSC Recommendation		BP Number		Description		Reference

		CSRIC III WG 4 should review and revise this BP for applicability and conformance to the Best Practices Tutorial.		 8-6-0762		Network Operators should engineer networks supporting VoIP applications to provide redundant and highly available application layer services. Examples of such services include DNS and other directory services, SIP, H.323, and other application-level gateways. To ensure interoperability, all implementations of such IP-based application protocols should conform to the applicable IETF standards for those protocols.

		CSRIC III WG 4 should review and revise this BP for applicability and conformance to the Best Practices Tutorial.		 8-6-0763		Service Providers implementing DNS servers in support of VoIP applications such as ENUM should provision those servers per the IETF Best Current Practices for operation of DNS nameservers: BCP 40 (RFC 2182) and BCP 16 (RFC 2870).

		CSRIC III WG 4 should review and revise this BP for applicability and conformance to the Best Practices Tutorial.		 8-6-0764		Network Operators and Service Providers implementing protocols for the transport of VoIP data on IP networks should implement congestion control mechanisms such as those described by RFC 2309, RFC 2914, and RFC 3155.

		CSRIC III WG 4 should review and revise this BP for applicability and conformance to the Best Practices Tutorial.		 8-6-0767		Service Providers implementing a SIP-signaled VoIP network should consider using media gateway controllers according to IETF RFC 3372 BCP 63, Session Initiation Protocol for Telephones (SIP-T): Context and Architectures, in order to achieve interoperability with SS7/ISUP-signaled TDM voice networks.

		CSRIC III WG 4 should review and revise this BP for applicability and conformance to the Best Practices Tutorial.		 8-6-0768		Service Providers implementing a SIP-signaled VoIP network should consider using media gateway controllers that map ISUP-to-SIP and SIP-to-ISUP messages according to IETF RFC 3398, Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) User Part (ISUP) to Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Mapping in order to achieve a consistent interpretation of ISUP-to-SIP messaging industrywide.

		CSRIC III WG 4 should review and revise this BP for applicability and conformance to the Best Practices Tutorial.		 8-6-0769		Service Providers implementing a BICC-signaled network should consider implementing ITU-T Recommendation Q.1912.5, â€œInterworking between Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and Bearer Independent Call Control Protocol or ISDN User Part,â€� or 3GPP TS 29.163, â€œInterworking between the IP Multimedia (IM) Core Network (CN) subsystem and Circuit Switched (CS) networks,â€� to achieve interoperability between an SS7/ISUPsignaled TDM voice network and a SIP-signaled VoIP network.

		CSRIC III WG 4 should review and investigate the relevancy of the IETF link in the reference section to ensure it is current.		 8-7-0617		Route Controls:   Network Operators and Service Providers should ensure that routing controls are implemented and managed to prevent adverse routing conditions.		Adverse routing conditions may include such things as infinite looping and flooding of datagrams across data networks. Controls should be implemented across network boundaries to limit the frequency of route advertisements and prevent routing of reserved or private address space. Controls should also prevent unauthorized advertisements of other operators' address space that is not legitimately allocated or assigned to the proper entity. For example, see those addressed in RFC 1918 - http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1918.txt.





Remove Reference

		NRSC Recommendations		BP Number		Description		Reference

		Remove BP 0510 from reference; relationship between BPs is not strong.		 8-6-8037		System Inventory Maintenance:  Network Operators and Service Providers should maintain a complete inventory of elements to ensure that patches/fixes can be properly applied across the organization.  This inventory should be updated each time a patch/fix is identified and action is taken.		NRIC BP 0510.

		Remove BP 0802 from reference section, as it does not exist.		 8-7-0404		Network Performance:  Service Providers, Network Operators and Equipment Suppliers should incorporate methodologies that continually improve network or equipment performance.		Also, see BP 0802

		Remove reference-it is redundant.		 8-7-0412		IP Element Security:  To enhance security, Network Operators and Services Providers should, by default, disable ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) redirect messages and IP source routing.		ICMP - Internet Control Message Protocol

		Remove reference, as there no specific document is specified.		 8-7-0596		Network Operators and Service Providers should carefully review all re-home procedures, undertake meticulous pre-planning before execution, and ensure that re-home procedures are carefully followed.		http://www.atis.org/niif/_com/passwordprotectdocs.asp

		Remove reference; doesn't add value		 8-7-1001		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should formally document their business continuity processes in a business continuity plan covering critical business functions and business partnerships. Key areas for consideration include: Plan Scope, Responsibility, Risk Assessment, Business Impact Analysis, Plan Testing, Training and Plan Maintenance.		Critical business processes and support functions could include  IT, sourcing, logistics, network and real estate.

		Remove reference, NRIC BP 0509--BP does not exist.		 8-7-3211		Network Operators and Service Providers should develop and maintain operations plans that address network reliability issues.  Network Operators and Service Providers should proactively include Public Safety authorities when developing network reliability plans in support of 911 services.		Refer to NRIC BP 0509

		Remove reference, doesn't add value		 8-7-5001		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should establish additional access control measures that provide two factor identification (e.g., cameras, PIN, biometrics) in conjunction with basic physical access control procedures at areas of critical infrastructure, as appropriate, to adequately protect the assets.		Prevent unauthorized access providing positive verification of identity.

		Remove reference, doesn't add value		 8-7-5002		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should develop and implement periodic physical inspections and maintenance as required for all critical security systems.		Prevent system malfunctions that may lead to unauthorized access, sabotage.

		Remove reference, doesn't add value		 8-7-5006		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should have policies and procedures that address tailgating (i.e. following an authorized user through a doorway or vehicle gateway).   At critical sites, consider designing access points to minimize tailgating.		Prevent unauthorized access. 

		Remove reference, doesn't add value		 8-7-5009		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should ensure that access control records are retained in conjunction with company standards.		Prevent, sabotage, misconduct.

		Remove reference, doesn't add value		 8-7-5010		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should deploy security measures in proportion to the criticality of the facility or area being served.		Prevent unauthorized access.

		Remove reference, doesn't add value		 8-7-5020		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should consider establishing corporate standards and practices to drive enterprise-wide access control to a single card and single system architecture to mitigate the security risks associated with administering and servicing multiple platforms.		In order to avoid errors and omissions resulting from inefficiencies and confusion.

		Remove reference, doesn't add value		 8-7-5021		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should establish and enforce access control and identification procedures for all individuals (including visitors, contractors, and vendors) that provide for the issuing of ID badges, and the sign-in and escorting procedures where appropriate.		Objectives of access control may include   1) identification of the requesting entity individuals, 2) authorization to access facility, and 3) Creation of record of access (e.g., written log, access control system log).

		Remove reference, doesn't add value		 8-7-5022		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should internally identify and document areas of critical infrastructure as part of security and emergency response planning.  This documentation should be kept current and protected as highly sensitive proprietary information.		In order to prevent sabotage.

		Remove reference; doesn't add value		 8-7-5031		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should establish a role for the security function (i.e., physical and cyber) in business continuity planning, including emergency response plans and periodic tests of such plans.		In order to minimize outage

		Remove reference; doesn't add value		 8-7-5032		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should establish a procedure governing the assignment of facility access levels.		In order to prevent/mitigate unauthorized access to switch equipment.

		Remove reference; doesn't add value		 8-7-5046		Network Operators and Property Managers should ensure critical infrastructure utility vaults are secured from unauthorized access.		For example, access to fiber vaults though manholes.

		Remove reference; doesn't add value		 8-7-5057		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should consider an enhanced level of emergency response for locations supporting critical functions.		In order to prevent/mitigate fire/secondary (collateral) damage.

		Remove reference, doesn't add value		 8-7-5066		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers, and Property Managers should ensure that sensitive information pertaining to critical infrastructure is considered proprietary and access is restricted appropriately, both internally and externally.  Appropriate markings are required to qualify for exemption from disclosure under FOIA.		In order to prevent/mitigate information theft/compromise of serviced.

		Remove reference; doesn't add value		 8-7-5079		Network Operators and Service Providers should, where feasible, provide both physical and logical diversity of critical facilities links (e.g., nodal, network element). Particular attention should be paid to telecom hotels and other concentration points.		To avoid a Single Point of Failure (SPOF).

		Remove reference; doesn't add value		 8-7-5083		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should maintain the availability of spares for critical network systems.		Emergency replacements that can be shipped from equipment vendor within a short period of time usually within 24 hours.

		Remove reference; doesn't add value		 8-7-5088		Equipment Suppliers should ensure appropriate physical security controls are designed and tested into new products and product upgrades (e.g., tamper resistant enclosures).		In order to prevent unexpected vulnerabilities.

		Remove reference; doesn't add value		 8-7-5099		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should consider keeping centralized trash collection outside the building to reduce the potential for fire and access to the building. Dumpsters should be located away from the buildings where feasible.		In order to prevent/mitigate fires.

		Remove references; doesn't add value.		 8-7-5114		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should establish, implement and enforce mailroom and delivery procedures that recognize changes in threat conditions.		ATF - Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms). ATF: http://www.atf.treas.gov/Â  USPS: http://www.usps.com/

		Remove references; doesn't add value.		 8-7-5115		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should provide and reinforce as appropriate mail screening procedures to relevant employees and contractors to increase attention to security.		ATF: http://www.atf.treas.gov/Â  USPS: http://www.usps.com/

		Remove references; doesn't add value.		 8-7-5116		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should provide periodic briefings and/or make available industry/Government guidance for identifying suspicious letters or parcels, to personnel (employees or contractors) involved in shipping, receiving or mailroom activities at major locations or critical sites.  Protocols for handling any suspicious items should be established in advance and implemented upon the receipt of any suspicious letter or parcel.		ATF: http://www.atf.treas.gov/Â & USPS: http://www.usps.com/

		Remove reference; doesn't add value		 8-7-5068		Network Operators, Service Providers and Property Managers should establish standards, policies and procedures that, where feasible, separate Inter-connector  equipment and personnel access from ILEC floor space.		CLEC - Competitive Local Exchange Carrier;  ILC - Incumbent Local Carrier; IXC - InterExchange Carrier; ISP - Internet Service Provider; ASP - Application Service Provide; INet - Institutional Network; MAC - Media Access Control.

		Remove reference section, as it does not apply.		 8-7-8065		Sharing Information with Law Enforcement:  Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should establish a process for releasing information to members of the law enforcement and intelligence communities and identify a single Point of Contact (POC) for coordination/referral activities.		NRIC BP 0561.



http://www.atis.org/niif/_com/passwordprotectdocs.asp

Change Reference

		NRSC Recommendation		BP Number		Description		Reference

		Include report URL in the reference section: "http://www.atis.org/docstore".		 8-6-0761		Network Operators and Service Providers should conduct periodic verification of the office synchronization plan and the diversity of timing links, power feeds and alarms.		Best Practice recommended by the NRSC Timing Outage Task Force Report - March 6, 2002

		Replace " www.IATF.net" with "http://www.IETF.org"		 8-6-8093		Validate Source Addresses: Service Providers should validate the source address of all traffic sent from the customer for which they provide Internet access service and block any traffic that does not comply with expected source addresses.  Service Providers typically assign customers addresses from their own address space, or if the customer has their own address space, the service provider can ask for these address ranges at provisioning.  (Network Operators may not be able to comply with this practice on links to upstream/downstream providers or peering links, since the valid source address space is not known).		IETF rfc3013 sections 4.3 and 4.4 and NANOF ISP Resources.  www.IATF.net

		Include "See http://www.IETF.org" in the reference section		 8-7-0408		Ingress Filtering:  Network Operators and Service Providers should, where feasible, implement RFC 3704 (IETF BCP84) ingress filtering.

		Include "See http://www.IETF.org" in the reference section		 8-7-0410		Security Services and Procedures:  Network Operators and Service Providers should, as appropriate, review, understand, and implement Internet Service Provider Security Services and Procedures (RFC3013/BCP46).

		Document in reference section not found on "http://www.ncs.gov/nstac/nstac_publications.html". Update or remove reference.		 8-6-8078		Protect User IDs and Passwords During Network Transmission:  Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should not send user IDs and passwords in the clear, or send passwords and user IDs in the same message/packet.		US Government and National Security Telecommunications Advisory Committee (NSTAC) ISP Network Operations Working Group. â€œShort Term Recommendationsâ€�. Report of the ISP Working Group for Network Operations/Administration. May 1, 2002.

		Add NRIC.org links for both reports in reference section: (http://www.nric.org/fg/fg4/ISP_Interconnection.doc) and (http://www.nric.org/pubs/nric3/reportj9.doc).		 8-7-0508		Network Operators and Service Providers should establish company-specific interconnection agreements, and where appropriate, utilize existing interconnection templates and existing data connection trust agreement.		For interconnection templates, see  NRIC III Section 8.4, Internet Interconnection Template.  For existing data connection trust agreements, see NRIC III, Section 6.7. 

Also see NRIC V Focus Group 4's Service Provider Interconnection for Internet Protocol (IP) Best Effort Service.

		Update URL in reference section to be "http://www.nena.org/?CompanyID"		 8-7-0513		Network Operators and Service Providers should maintain a 24 hours by 7 days contact list of other providers and operators for service restoration of inter-connected networks. Where appropriate, this information should be shared with Public Safety Service and Support providers.		For example, provider contacts are listed in the NENA company ID registration website is http://www.nena.org/companyid/index.htm

		Change "NRIC" to "CSRIC" in reference section.		 8-7-0522		Industry Forum Participation:  Network Operators, Service Providers, and Equipment Suppliers should participate in standards development organizations and industry forums.		The current environment of numerous Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers elevates the importance of industry dialogue and standards (e.g., IETF, ITU-T, NANOG, NRIC).

		Update reference section to say "See ATIS-0300028, Next Generation Interconnection Interoperability (NGIIF) Reference Document: Part VII, Information Sharing, at "http://www.atis.org/docstore"		 8-7-0529		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should support sharing of appropriate information pertaining to outages as an effort to decrease the potential of further propagation  (e.g., ATIS NIIF reference document).		The NIIF documents are available at http://www.atis.org.  Industry guidelines for the sharing of information about network outages is included in the NIIF Reference Document Part VII.

		In reference section insert "http://www.ncs.gov" in lieu of email address to ensure current information.		 8-7-0587		Government, Network Operators and Service Providers of critical services to National Security and Emergency Preparedness (NS/EP) users should avail themselves of the Telecommunications Service Priority (TSP) program and support / promote as applicable.		The TSP Program is a FCC program used to identify and prioritize telecommunication services that support NSEP missions. The TSP Program also provides a legal means for the telecommunications industry to provide preferential treatment to services enrolled in the program. More information on the TSP Program can be obtained from the National Communications System (NCS) Office of Priority Telecommunications, Manager National Communications System, Attn: OPT/N3, 701 South Courthouse Road, Arlington, Virginia 22204-2198, on telephone 703-607-4932 or email at TSP@NCS.GOV.

		Remove reference section; current reference does not provide guidance. If retained, ATIS reference should be updated.		 8-7-0604		Network Operators and Service Providers should establish synchronization coordinator(s) who has responsibility for the network synchronization. The synchronization coordinator(s) should be accessible to their Network Operations Centers.		Telcordia SR-2275;  for NIIF, see http://www.atis.org  

The Network Operators and Service Providers may wish to publish their contact information in the forums in which they participate.  The forums may include organizations and groups promoting inter-operability, operations, reliability and service restoration such as NRIC, ATIS, NCS, etc.. Network Operators and Service Providers may want to consider implementing a mailbox (e.g., sync@.tld).

		Add "http://www.ncs.gov/ncc/nccmaa/nccmaa_toc.html" to reference section.		 8-7-0609		Network Operators and Service Providers should provide and maintain the contact information for mutual aid coordination for inclusion in mutual aid processes.		See BP 1031 for additional mutual aid information.

		Replace in reference section "See SR-NWT-001307" with "See GR-4228, VRLA Battery String Certification Levels Based on Requirements for Safety and Performance" and add the URL "http://telecom-info.telcordia.com/site-cgi/ido/docs2.pl?ID=170086171&page=home".		 8-7-0623		Network Operators and Service Providers using Valve Regulated Lead Acid (VRLA) batteries should perform annual maintenance by performing a discharge test or by using an ohmic test instrument.		The aging properties of these batteries can lead to thermal runaway that may cause a fire.  See SR-NWT-001307

		Add the URL "http://www.DRII.org" to reference section.		 8-7-1009		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should regularly conduct exercises that test their Disaster Recovery Plans.  Exercise scenarios should include natural and man-made disasters (e.g., hurricane, flood, nuclear, biological, and chemical).		The exercise should be as authentic as practical. Scripts should be prepared in advance and team members should play their roles as realistically as possible.  While the staff must be well prepared, the actual exercise should be conducted unannounced in order to test the responsiveness of the team members and effectiveness of the emergency processes. Also, callout rosters and emergency phone lists should be verified. Early in the exercise, make sure everyone understands that this is a disaster simulation, not the real thing! This will avoid unnecessary confusion and misunderstandings that could adversely affect service. It is particularly important to coordinate disaster exercises with other Service Provider, Public Safety Providers and vendors. It is very important immediately following the drill to critique the entire procedure and identify lessons learned. These should be documented and shared with the entire team.

		Rewrite reference to clarify intention.		 8-7-1045		Network Operators and Service Providers should use their escalation process, as needed, to address resource issues identified through damage and resource assessments.		Internally from separate regions, vendors, through mutual-aid partners, or state emergency operations centers.

		Update reference to 'ATIS-0300026, Next Generation Interconnection Interoperability (NGIIF) Reference Document: Part VI, Network Management Guidelines, at http://www.atis.org/docstore."		 8-7-1064		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should implement minimum network management controls in order to promote reliability of the interconnected network.		NIIF Reference Document is available at http://www.atis.org/niif/index.asp.  NIIF Document 5001 Reference Document, Part VI, Section 2.

		Remove BP 0511 from reference; relationship between BPs is not strong.		 8-7-3212		Network Operators and Service Providers should consider including notification of Public Safety Authorities, as appropriate, in their trouble notification plans.		Refer to NRIC BP 0511

		Include updated reference link "http://www.gsa.gov/graphics/ogp/2003springsecurityinsert_R2NX1-u_0Z5RDZ-i34K-pR.pdf", and if possible, add additional resources (preferably industry)		 8-7-5026		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should include security as an integral part of the facility construction process to ensure that security risks are proactively identified and appropriate solutions are included in the design of the facility.  Where appropriate, this review may include  elements such as facility location selection, security system design, configuration of the lobby, limitation of outside access points (both doors and windows), location of mailroom, compartmentalization of loading docks, design of parking setbacks, placement and protection of air handling systems and air intakes, structural enhancements, and ramming protection. Consider sign off authority for security and safety on all construction projects.		GSA - http://hydra.gsa.gov/pbs/pc/facilitiesstandards.  ISC is a function of the GSA and its 2001 recommendations are embedded into the GSA standards.

		Add to the reference section examples  of access security systems, building automation systems, elevators, and fire alarm systems.		 8-7-5041		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should establish and implement policies and procedures to secure and restrict access to power, environmental, security, and fire protection systems.		Examples of power and environmental systems: HVAC, standby emergency power, generators, UPS.

		Update reference section to define SLB and provide additional references and links to standards that are applicable to this BP.		 8-7-5043		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should comply with security standards for perimeter lighting.		For example; SLB, IESNA (Illuminating Engineering Society of N. America) at http://www.iesna.org

		Update URL for GRs and ATIS Standards: For GR-2914 and GR454 (http://telecom-info.telcordia.com/site-cgi/ido/docs2.pl?ID=170086171&page=home) and update the NRSC standard to include NRSC-105, Procedural Outage Reduction: Addressing the Human Part (http://www.atis.org/docstore)		 8-7-5061		Equipment Suppliers should consider ergonomics and human-centric factors when designing user interfaces (e.g., hardware labeling, software, documentation).		Reference 1999 NRSC BP for Procedural Outages, URL (e.g. GR-2914, GR 454).  GR-2914 , Human Factors Requirements for Equipment to Improve Network Integrity, Telcordia, Dec 1, 1998, http://www.telcordia.com/support/axess.html; GR454 Requirements for Supplier-Provided Documentation, Telcordia, Dec 1, 1997, http://www.telcordia.com/support/axess.html; NRSC Procedural Outage Reduction: Addressing the Human Part, ATIS, May 1999, http://www.atis.org.

		Update URL to "http://telecom-info.telcordia.com/site-cgi/ido/docs2.pl?ID=170086171&page=home". 		 8-7-5064		Network Operators, Service Providers and Property Managers should alarm and monitor critical electronic equipment areas to detect parameters that are outside operating specifications (e.g., temperature, humidity).		Reference: GR63 NEBS Requirements: Physical Protection, Telcordia, http://www.telcordia.com/support/axess.html

		Update URL in reference section to "http://telecom-info.telcordia.com/site-cgi/ido/docs2.pl?ID=170086171&page=home"; remove date from GR to avoid constantly updating this reference. Look at "http://webapp.etsi.org/WorkProgram/Frame_WorkItemList.asp?qSORT=HIGHVERSION&qETSI_ALL=TRUE&SearchPage=TRUE&qETSI_STANDARD_TYPE=%27EN%27&qETSI_NUMBER=386&qINCLUDE_SUB_TB=True&qINCLUDE_MOVED_ON=&qSTOP_FLG=&qKEYWORD_BOOLEAN=&qSTOPPING_OUTDATED=&butSimple=Search&includeNonActiveTB=FALSE&includeSubProjectCode=&qREPORT_TYPE=SUMMARY" and determine if the ETSI document cited in the reference section is still current/valid.		 8-7-5117		Equipment Suppliers of critical network elements should consider designing electronic hardware to industry requirements (e.g. NEBS) to minimize susceptibility to electromagnetic energy, shock, vibration, voltage spikes, and temperature.		GR 1089 Electromagnetic Compatibility and Electrical Safety - Generic Criteria for Network Telecommunications Equipment, Telcordia, Oct 31, 2002, http://www.telcordia.com/support/axess.html;  EN 300 386-2 Electromagnetic Compatibility and Radio Spectrum Matters (ERM); Telecommunication Network Equipment; Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Requirements; Part 2: Product Family Standard, ETSI, Feb 27, 1999, http://webapp.etsi.org/WorkProgram

		Update URL in reference section to "http://telecom-info.telcordia.com/site-cgi/ido/docs.cgi?DOCUMENT=1089&KEYWORDS=&TITLE=&ID=298454680SEARCH"; remove date from GR to avoid constantly updating this reference.		 8-7-5118		Equipment Suppliers of critical network elements should test electronic hardware to ensure its compliance with design criteria for tolerance to electromagnetic energy, shock, vibration, voltage spikes, and temperature.		GR-1089, Electromagnetic Compatibility and Electrical Safety - Generic Criteria for Network Telecommunications Equipment, Telcordia, Oct 31, 2002, http://www.telcordia.com/support/axess.html

		Update URL in reference section to be "http://wps.ncs.gov/ and http://gets.ncs.gov/"		 8-7-5127		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Public Safety Authorities should provide a Government Emergency Telecommunications Service  (GETS) card to essential staff critical to disaster recovery efforts and should consider utilizing Wireless Priority Service (WPS) for essential staff.  Appropriate training and testing in the use of GETS & WPS should occur on a regular basis (i.e. in conjunction with testing of the corporate disaster recovery plan).		The GETS and WPS web site is:  http://www.ncs.gov/NCS/HTML/NCSProjects.html

		Update URL to "http://telecom-info.telcordia.com/site-cgi/ido/docs2.pl?ID=170086171&page=home". Keep WBDG link, and remove other links as they do not work. Update NRIC link (http://www.nric.org), update GSA link (http://www.gsa.gov/portal/content/104821) and PPCIP link (http://www.iwar.org.uk/cip/resources/pccip/info.html)		 8-7-5187		Property Managers of collocation and telecom hotel facilities should be responsible and accountable for common space, critical shared areas (e.g., cable vault, power sources) and perimeter security for the building with consideration of industry standards and best practices.		GR-63, NEBS Requirements: Physical Protection, Telcordia, Apr 14, 2002, http://www.telcordia.com/support/axess.html;  NRIC - http://www/nric/org; GSA - http://hydra.gsa.gov/pbs/pc/facilitiesstandards/; ISC is a function of the GSA and its 2001 recommendations are embedded into the GSA standards; DOD - http://www.wbdg.org/; PCCIP - http://www.whitehouse.gov/pcipb/physical_strategy.pdf

		Remove BP 0636 as it no longer exists. Update URL in reference section to "http://telecom-info.telcordia.com/site-cgi/ido/docs.cgi?DOCUMENT=1089&KEYWORDS=&TITLE=&ID=298454680SEARCH"; remove date from GR to avoid constantly updating this reference."; remove date from GR to avoid constantly updating this reference;  and update NFPA link to "http://www.nfpa.org/categoryList.asp?categoryID=124&URL=Codes%20&%20Standards"		 8-7-5197		Network Operators, Service Providers, and Property Managers should periodically inspect, or test as appropriate, the grounding systems in critical network facilities.		See NRIC BP 0636 (verify grounding arrangements). GR-1089 Electromagnetic Compatibility and Electrical Safety - Generic Criteria for Network Telecommunications Equipment, Telcordia, Oct 31, 2002, http://www.telcordia.com/support/axess.html;  Nation Electric Code, NEC-AAC, 2002, http://www.nfpa.org/codes/NFPA_Codes_and_Standards

		Expand link in reference section to "http://www.ncs.gov/ncc/nccmaa/nccmaa_toc.html"		 8-7-5271		Network Operators and Service Providers should consider physical and cyber security issues in Mutual Aid Agreements (e.g., authorization, access control, badging).		Local exchange carrier Mutual Aid agreement can be found on the National Coordinating Center for Telecommunications web page at   http://www.ncs.gov/ncc/

		Update ISO URL to "http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_ics/catalogue_detail_ics.htm?csnumber=50297" and updat COBIT URL "http://www.isaca.org/COBIT"		 8-7-8121		Conduct Regular Audits of Information Security Practices:  Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should conduct regular audits of their Information Security practices.		ISO17799: http://www.iso.org
COBIT: http://www.isaca.org
OCTAVE: http://www.cert.org/octave/

		Revise reference section to "ATIS-0300018, Next Generation Interconnection Interoperability (NGIIF) Reference Document: Part III, Installation, Testing and Maintenance Responsibilities for SS7 Links and Trunks Attachment G Link Diversity Validation Guidelines, found at http://www.atis.org/docstore. 		 8-7-0594		Maintaining SS7 Link Diversity:   Network Operators and Service Providers should follow industry guidelines for validating SS7 link diversity.  SS7 link diversification validation should be performed at a minimum of twice a year, and at least one of those validations should include a physical validation of equipment compared to the recorded documentation of diversity.		Must have password to access the page.  Then pick the document.   ATIS-0300018 NIIF 5013 NIIF Reference Document Part III- Attachment G-SS7 Link Diversity Validation Guidelines-Version 7.1  

http://www.atis.org/niif/_com/passwordprotectdocs.asp

		Update URL in reference section to "http://www.dhs.gov/files/programs/ntas.shtm#current". 		 8-7-5095		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should implement a tiered security response plan for communications facilities that recognizes the threat levels identified in the Homeland Security Advisory System.		In order to prevent terrorist/criminal access and activity.  Homeland Security's Physical Security Alert Status Program.  See http://www.dhs.gov/dhspublic/theme_home6.jsp

		Update URL to "http://www.cbp.gov/xp/cgov/trade/cargo_security/ctpat/".		 8-7-5105		Network Operators and Equipment Suppliers should consider the security implications of equipment movement both domestically and internationally, including movement across borders and through ports of entry.		US Custom's and Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) initiative to strengthen overall supply chain and border security). See http://www.customs.ustreas.gov/impoexpo/impoexpo.htm

TAPA - Technology and Asset Protection Association.





Modify BP

		NRSC Recommendation		BP Number		Description		Reference

		1) Remove " EPO switches are not recommended for use in traditional -48V DC battery plants.", 2) add to reference section "NFPA 76: Standard for the Fire Protection of Telecommunication Facilities (http://www.nfpa.org/catalog/product.asp?pid=7612&icid=B484), and NFPA 75: Standard for the Protection of Information Technology Equipment" (http://www.nfpa.org/catalog/product.asp?pid=7509&icid=B484).		 8-6-5210		Network Operators, Service Providers and Property Managers should discourage use of Emergency Power Off (EPO) switches between the primary battery supplies and the main power distribution board.  EPO switches are not recommended for use in traditional -48V DC battery plants.

		Remove "Operators should understand the operating systems and applications deployed on their network and keep abreast of vulnerabilities, exploits, and patches." in BP description.		 8-6-8023		Scanning Operations, Administration, Management and Provisioning (OAM&P) Infrastructure:  Network Operators and Service Providers should regularly scan infrastructure for vulnerabilities/exploitable conditions.  Operators should understand the operating systems and applications deployed on their network and keep abreast of vulnerabilities, exploits, and patches.

		Remove "(Data encryption services are cellular/wireless technology specific)." Make "Also, Network Operators should incorporate standards based data encryption services and ensure that such encryption services are enabled for end users." a separate Best Practice. 		 8-6-8059		Protect Cellular Data Channel: Network Operators and Service Providers should encourage the use of IPsec VPN, wireless TLS, or other end-to-end encryption services over the cellular/wireless network.  Also, Network Operators should incorporate standards based data encryption services and ensure that such encryption services are enabled for end users.  (Data encryption services are cellular/wireless technology specific).		Cellular Standards:  GSM, PCS2000, CDMA, 1XRTT, UMTS, etc.

		BP description is unclear.		 8-7-0467		Network Operators should give consideration to the degree of balance between RF channels on uplinks and downlinks, for both control and traffic.

		Remove or making into a separate BP "When zoning regulations require sprinkler systems, an exemption should be sought for the use of non-destructive systems." Remove reference section comment, as it does not add value.  Add to reference section "NFPA 76: Standard for the Fire Protection of Telecommunication Facilities (http://www.nfpa.org/catalog/product.asp?pid=7612&icid=B484), and NFPA 75: Standard for the Protection of Information Technology Equipment" (http://www.nfpa.org/catalog/product.asp?pid=7509&icid=B484)		 8-7-0490		Network Operators and Service Providers should consult National Fire Prevention Association Standards (e.g., NFPA 75 and 76) for guidance in the design of fire suppression systems.  When zoning regulations require sprinkler systems, an exemption should be sought for the use of non-destructive systems.		Communications equipment can be easily damaged by water from sprinkler systems.

		Delete the word "of" in the BP description: "...providers,  use of specific role-based accounts…". Update URL in reference to "http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2142.txt".		 8-7-0515		Role-based Mailbox:   Network Operators and Service Providers should, for easy communication with subscribers and other operators and providers,  use of specific role-based accounts (e.g., abuse@provider.net, ip-request@provider.net) versus general accounts (e.g., noc@provider.net) which will help improve organizational response time and also reduce the impact of Spam.		http://www.ietf.org, RFC2142 MAILBOX NAMES FOR COMMON SERVICES, ROLES AND FUNCTIONS

		Make " Network Operators and Service Providers should engage Equipment Suppliers and other involved parties, as appropriate, to assist in the analysis and implementation of corrective measures." a separate BP. Consider updating reference to "Examples of post mortem anaylsis reviews can be found in the ATIS NRSC Bulletins available at "http://www.atis.org/nrsc/docs.asp"		 8-7-0515		Post Mortem Review:   Network Operators and Service Providers should have an internal post mortem process to complete root cause analysis of major network events with follow-up implementation of corrective and preventive actions to minimize the probability of recurrence.  Network Operators and Service Providers should engage Equipment Suppliers and other involved parties, as appropriate, to assist in the analysis and implementation of corrective measures.		NRSC at http://www.atis.org

		Remove "It is also recommended that provisioning technicians be restricted from all commands except those that are needed for their work." as it is duplicative of BP 8-7-0601. Make third sentence (Avoid any global commands or unauthenticated, privileged access that may have the potential for significant impact) into a separate BP.		 8-7-0550		Network Operators and Equipment Suppliers should ensure synchronization and security of databases. Procedures should also be in place to allow for manual configuration in the event of a failure of automatic synchronization system. It is also recommended that provisioning technicians be restricted from all commands except those that are needed for their work. Avoid any global commands or unauthenticated, privileged access that may have the potential for significant impact.

		Make second sentence into a separate BP, and make the statement more clear/specific. As an alternative, remove the second sentence altogether, as it is vague and does not to add value to the first sentence.		 8-7-0557		Equipment Suppliers should make efforts to minimize the possibility of having a silent failure on any system component, especially critical components.  Equipment Suppliers should also constantly review the level of inspection and surveillance on critical components so silent failures are not able to manifest throughout the life of the product.

		Remove second sentence as it is already covered in BP 0566.		 8-7-0571		Network Operators should consider deploying dual active 911 selective router architectures to enable circuits from the caller's serving end office to be split between two selective routers in order to eliminate single points of failure (SPOF).  Diversity should also be considered on interoffice transport facilities connecting each 911 selective router to the PSAP serving end office.

		Remove the word "packet" from "... implement NS/EP standards in packet networks...", as this BP applies to other network types.		 8-7-0584		Service Providers, Network Operators and Equipment Suppliers and Government representatives [of the National Security Emergency Preparedness (NS/EP) community] should work together to support appropriate industry and international organizations to develop and implement NS/EP standards in packet networks.

		Add "network servers" to the paranthetical in the BP description.		 8-7-0603		Schedule System Backups:   Network Operators and Service Providers should establish policies and procedures that outline how critical network element databases will be backed up onto a storage medium (e.g., tapes, optical diskettes) on a scheduled basis.		Examples of network databases include router configurations, digital cross connect system databases, switching system images, base station controller images. These policies and procedures should address, at a minimum, the following:  Database backup schedule and verification procedures; Storage medium standards; Storage medium labeling; On site and off site storage; Maintenance and certification; Handling and disposal.

		Update the following phrase (specifications. For example, a montly…) to "…specifications (e.g., a monthly 1 hour engine…).		 8-7-0662		Network Operators, Service Providers and Property Managers should exercise power generators on a routine schedule in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.  For example, a monthly 1 hour engine run on load, and a 5 hour annual run.

		Remove second sentence, as the relevancy of Diode OR'ed may not be current to today's standards.		 8-7-0684		Network Operators, Service Providers and Property Managers should verify DC fusing levels throughout the power supply and distribution system, especially at the main primary distribution board, to ensure that fuses and breakers are not loaded at more than 80% of their rated ampacity.  Diode OR'ed arrangements require additional special overcurrent protection considerations.  In addition, protector size should never exceed cable ampacity.

		Update BP description to "…underground facilities when excavation is to take place (e.g., installation, maintenance) within the specificed... ". Consider removing paranthetical in the BP description.		 8-7-0710		Network Operators should use 'dig carefully' concepts and utilize guidance from industry sources for the protection of underground facilities when excavation is to take place within the specified tolerance zone. (See Reference/Comment field for additional information)		Industry source example is the Common Ground Alliance. (http://www.commongroundalliance.com).  Methods to consider, based on certain climate and geographical conditions include: hand-digging when practical (potholing), soft digging, vacuum excavation methods, pneumatic hand tools, other mechanical methods with the approval of the facility owner/operator, or other technical methods that may be developed and assign trained technical personnel to monitor activities at work sites where digging is underway.

		Add "Service Provider" to beginning of BP description. If accepted, Network Roles will need to be updated.		 8-7-1034		Network Operators should ensure that the emergency mobile assets are maintained at a hardware and software level compatible with the existing network infrastructure so that the emergency mobile assets will be immediately available for deployment.		Experience has shown that hardware and software maintenance of emergency mobile assets should be assigned to designated technicians.

		Update "NRIC" to "CSRIC".		 8-7-5188		Network Operators and Service Providers in multi-tenant communications facilities (e.g., telecom hotels) should provide or arrange security for their own space with consideration of NRIC Best Practices and in coordination with the existing security programs for the building.

		Add clarification that the loss of a single facility does not prohibit a Network Operator, Service Provider or Equipment Supplier from providing technical support.		 8-7-5223		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should establish a plan for providing technical support that prevents the loss of one facility or location from disabling their ability to provide support.

		Rewrite BP to make one thought.		 8-7-5236		Property Managers should take the lead in restoration efforts of the base building infrastructure from an incident at a multi-tenant facility.  Tenants should provide points of contact to the Property Manager to allow for coordination, support and additional resources as necessary.

		Add more examples of multi-tenant facilities to the paranthetical.		 8-7-5238		Network Operators, Service Providers who are tenants in multi-tenant facilities (e.g., telecom hotels) should coordinate security and restoration efforts with the Property Manager.

		Revise this BP to conform to the Best Practices Tutorial and combine the three sentences into one thought.		 8-7-5263		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should use cables with adequate reliability and cable signal integrity.  Such properties as flammability, strain reliefs and signal loss should be considered. If non-standard cables are used because of an emergency restoration, they should be marked as temporary and should be replaced with standard cables as soon as practical.

		Delete "in order to avoid degradation of cyber and physical security due to a diversion." 		 8-7-5267		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should ensure that operating procedures are clearly defined, and followed by personnel during emergency situations in order to avoid degradation of cyber and physical security due to a diversion.

		Revise BP to be more clear and include Property Managers. If accepted, the Network Roles will need to be updated.		 8-7-5280		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should instruct security personnel to confirm the authenticity of directions to supersede existing security processes or procedures.

		There are multiple separate thoughts in this BP; break them out into separate BPs.		 8-7-8029		Network Access to Critical Information:  Network Operators and Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should carefully control and monitor the networked availability of sensitive security information for critical infrastructure by:  Periodic review  public and internal website, file storage sites HTTP and FTP sites contents for strategic network information including but not limited to critical site locations, access codes. Documenting sanitizing processes and procedures required before uploading onto public internet or FTP site.  Ensuring that all information pertaining to critical infrastructure is restricted to need-to-know and that all transmission of that information is encrypted.  Screening, limiting and tracking remote access to internal information resources about critical infrastructure.

		There are multiple separate thoughts in this BP; break them out into separate BPs.		 8-7-8067		Evidence Collection Guidelines: Network Operators, Service Providers should develop a set of processes detailing evidence collection and preservation guidelines.  Procedures should be approved by management/legal counsel.  Those responsible for conducting investigations should test the procedures and be trained according to their content.  Organizations unable to develop a forensic computing capability should establish a relationship with a trusted third party that possesses a computer forensics capability.  Network Administrators and System Administrators should be trained on basic evidence recognition and preservation and should understand the protocol for requesting forensic services.		IETF RFC3227, http://www.cybercrime.gov

		"OSs" in BP description should be spelled out (Operating Systems).		 8-7-8109		Automated Patch Distribution Systems: Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should ensure that patching distribution hosts properly sign all patches. Critical systems must only use OSs and applications which employ automated patching mechanisms, rejecting unsigned patches.

		Remove "There should be mechanisms for ensuring this consistency. "		 8-7-8123		Handle Policy Violations Consistently:  Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should handle  violations of policy in a manner that is consistent , and, depending on the nature of the violation, sufficient to either deter or prevent a recurrence.  There should be mechanisms for ensuring this consistency.  

		What is "plausible likelihood" in the BP description? This shoud be clarified or removed.BP should also be revised to conform to BP Tutorial.		 8-7-8131		Include Security Incidents in Business Recovery Plan:   A  Network Operator's or Service Provider's Business Recovery Plan should factor in potential Information Security threats of a plausible likelihood or significant business impact.     

		Revise to conform to Best Practices Tutorial.		 8-7-8510		Recover from Compromise of Sensitive Information Stored on Network Systems/Elements:  When compromise or trust violations occur, Network Operators and Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should conduct a forensic analysis to determine the extent of compromise, revoke compromised keys, and establish new crypto keys as soon as possible, and review crypto procedures to re-establish trust.		FIPS 140-2,  PUB 46-3, PUB 74,  PUB 81, Â  PUB 171, PUB 180-1,  PUB 197, ANSI X9.9, X9.52, X9.17

		Revise to conform to Best Practices Tutorial.		 8-7-8521		Recover from Misuse of Equipment for Remote Access of Corporate Resources: In the event of misuse or unauthorized use in a remote access situation contrary to the AUP (Acceptable Use Policy), Network Operators and Service Providers should terminate the VPN (Virtual Private Network) connection and issue a warning in accordance with the employee code of conduct.  If repeated, revoke employee VPN remote access privileges.

		Revise BP description into a single thought and conform to the BP tutorial.		 8-7-8565		Recovery from Authentication System Failure: In the event an authentication system fails, Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should make sure the system being supported by the authentication system is in a state best suited for this failure condition.  If the authentication system is supporting physical access, the most appropriate state may be for all doors that lead to outside access be unlocked.  If the authentication system supporting electronic access to core routers fails, the most appropriate state may be for all access to core routers be prohibited.

		Revise BP description into a single thought and conform to the BP tutorial.		 8-7-8567		News Disinformation after Recovery: Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should ensure that actions taken due to a spoofed, faked or distorted news item should be cross-correlated against other sources.  Any actions taken should be 'backed out' and corrective measures taken to restore the previous state.  News source authentication methods should be implemented to ensure future accuracy.		Cross-reference BP 5270





Multi

		NRSC Proposal		BP Number		Description		Reference

		Add the word "standard" before "requirements and remove "outlined in the GR-63 Network Equipment Building System (NEBS) Requirements" from the BP description. Remove Issue number from GR in the reference section (01)to avoid constantly updating. Update URL in reference section to http://telecom-info.telcordia.com/site-cgi/ido/docs2.pl?ID=170086171&page=home). Remove third sentence in reference section.		 8-5-0620		Equipment Supplier's should endeavor to meet requirements outlined in the GR-63 01 Network Equipment-Building System (NEBS) Requirements for Power and Communication Cables (e.g., power, fire, temperature, humidity, vibration).		Telcordia GR-63 01 Network Equipment-Building System (NEBS) Requirements may be purchased at   http://telecom-info.telcordia.com/site-cgi/ido/index.html.  Click on search and enter GR-63. It is listed under Generic requirements.

		Remove "ANSI T1.319" and the paranthesis around "fire resistance" in the BP description. Remove Issue number from GR in reference section to avoid constantly updating. Update URL in reference section to (http://telecom-info.telcordia.com/site-cgi/ido/docs2.pl?ID=170086171&page=home);  Recommend rewording BP description to say "...meet applicable fire resistant standards"; ANSI reference in Reference section should be updated to ATIS-0600319.2008 Equipment Assemblies--Fire Propogation Risk Assessment Criteria. Add URL (http://www.atis.org/docstore)		 8-6-5098		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should ensure that all network infrastructure equipment meets the minimum requirements of ANSI T1.319 (fire resistance).		In order to prevent fire. GR63 NEBS Requirements: Physical Protection, Telcordia, April 14, 2002, http://www.telcordia.com/support/axess.html;  ANSI T1.319 Equipment Assemblies - Fire Propagation Risk Assessment Criteria, Committee T1E1, Sept 2002, http://www.atis.org/docstore

		Move "Hardware failures and data errors should be tested and/or simulated to stress fault recovery software." to reference section.		 8-7-0553		Equipment Suppliers hardware fault insertion testing (including simulating network faults such as massive failures) should be performed as a standard part of an Equipment Supplier's development process. Hardware failures and data errors should be tested and/or simulated to stress fault recovery software.

		BP description needs to be streamlined to be more clear and current. Remove reference section, as it does not add value.		 8-7-0561		Equipment Providers should provide timely documentation that is complete and easy-to-use.  The availability of electronic media to customers for documentation is essential.		The operations and maintenance manual should give an overview of the system and identify procedures for regularly scheduled operations, including security administration (ref. GR-815, GR-1332) and should cover methods to recover from total and partial network element outages. In addition, the documentation should be clear on how to manage emergency and unforeseen situations, and include a technical support escalation process.

		Second and third sentence should be moved to the reference section.		 8-7-0580		Network Operators and Public Safety Authorities should apply redundancy and diversity (e.g., concepts set forth in Best Practices 0566, 0573), where feasible, to other network links considered vital to a community's ability to respond to emergencies.  An order for these links would be placed by the Public Safety Authority. Security practices and concepts should be applied to the critical systems supporting Link Redundancy and Diversity.

		1) Remove current reference, 2) move TL-9000 reference  to the reference section and 3)add a reference to FCC NORS (http://transition.fcc.gov/pshs/services/cip/nors/nors.html)		 8-7-0583		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should adopt an industry uniform method of reporting and tracking significant service outages (e.g., TL-9000 standard outage template).		For example: http://www.questforum.org/resources/public_pres/2004_BPC/S12-c_McCain.pdf

		Move second sentence to the reference section, or remove altogether.		 8-7-0608		Network Operators and Service Providers should utilize network surveillance and monitoring to keep overflow traffic conditions from adversely affecting networks.  Interconnecting companies should address the control of overflow conditions in their bilateral agreements.

		Update BP description by replacing reference to ANSI standard with "...should adhere to fire resistance standards ..." due to charge associated with ANSI document. Update reference section by replacing with "One example is "ATIS-0600311.2007 (DC Power Systems - Telecommunications Environment Protection)": http://www.atis.org/docstore."		 8-7-0622		Network Operators, Service Providers, and Property Managers should use ANSI T1.311-1998 Standard for Telecommunications Environmental Protection, DC Power Systems for key equipment locations (e.g., routers, central office switches, and other critical network elements) to reduce fires associated with DC power equipment.		For ANSI T1.311 1998 go to :  https://www.atis.org/atis/docstore/search.asp?order_by=document_number&committee=2.  Scroll down to T1.311, click, then follow prompts.

		Move second sentence to reference section.		 8-7-0631		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers, and Property Managers should develop a comprehensive Site Management and/or Building Certification Program to ensure that every critical equipment location has carefully documented procedures to ensure fire safety.  These procedures should include, among other things, guidance for the safe operation of all electrical appliances at this facility, including space heaters which are a frequent source of fires.

		Delete BP, due to obsolesence.		 8-7-0633		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers, and Property Managers should prohibit smoking in buildings.

		2nd, 3rd & 4th sentences should be moved to reference section		 8-7-0651		Network Operators, Service Providers and Property Managers should consider providing diversity within power supply and distribution systems so that single point failures (SPOF) are not catastrophic. For large battery plants in critical offices, consider providing dual AC feeds (odd/even power service cabinets for rectifiers). Transfer switches should be listed to a UL standard for Transfer Switch Equipment.  When transfer breaker systems are used, they must be mechanically and electrically interlocked.

		In BP description, update language to: "…should adhere to applicable industry power engineering design standards e.g., AC power systems, DC power systems, ground planes, and electromagnetic compatibility." Move all Telcordia references to the reference section. Rename ANSI T1.311 "DC power Systems" to "ATIS-0600311.2007 (DC Power Systems - Telecommunications Environment Protection)". Add URLs for Telcordia and ATIS references: "http://telecom-info.telcordia.com/site-cgi/ido/docs2.pl?ID=170086171&page=home" & "http://www.atis.org/docstore".		 8-7-0652		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should adhere to the following applicable power engineering design standards; Telcordia GR-513-CORE (Power - LSSGR section 13), Telcordia GR-63-CORE (NEBS), Telcordia GR-295-CORE (Isolated Ground Planes), Telcordia GR-1089-CORE (Electromagnetic Compatibility), and ANSI T1.311 (DC power Systems).

		Delete as a BP; appears to be redundant with 8-7-0710		 8-7-0719		Network Operators should use 'dig carefully' concepts and utilize guidance from industry sources when installing underground facilities.		Industry source example is the Common Ground Alliance. (http://www.commongroundalliance.com).  Methods to consider, based on certain climate and geographical conditions include: hand-digging when practical (potholing), soft digging, vacuum excavation methods, pneumatic hand tools, other mechanical methods with the approval of the facility owner/operator, or other technical methods that may be developed and assign trained technical personnel to monitor activities at work sites where digging is underway.

		Remove the word "standard" from BP description. Update NFPA reference 1561 to NFPA 1600.(http://transition.fcc.gov/pshs/services/cip/nors/nors.html)		 8-7-1008		Network Operators, Service Providers, and Equipment Suppliers should use the Incident Command System Standard for incident coordination and control in the emergency operations center and at the incident site.		See National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Standard 1561, and National Incident Management System (NIMS).

		Unclear what BP is suggesting. Evaluate relevancy and if it can be made to be more specific. If not, delete BP.		 8-7-3205		Network Operators, Service Providers and Public Safety organizations should consider participating in standards bodies and other forums contributing to Emergency Telecommunications Services (ETS).

		Remove reference and add"…preserve the data for investigation."		 8-7-5005		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should conduct electronic surveillance (e.g., CCTV, access control logs, alarm monitoring) at critical access points.		In order to avoid destruction of the data and to preserve the data for investigation.

		Remove reference and adding the following  to the end of the BP description:"...systems (e.g., master keys, key blanks, cards, tokens, fobs)."		 8-7-5014		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should establish and maintain inventory control measures to protect all media associated with Master Key Control (MKC) systems and access control systems.		Media associated with Master Key Control systems includes: master keys, key blanks, cards, tokens, fobs.

		Remove the (e.g., SS7) from description, and remove the reference section.		 8-7-5076		Network Operators and Service Providers should ensure and periodically review intra-office diversity of critical resources including power, timing source and signaling leads (e.g., SS7).		SS7 - Signaling System 7.  Example: where CCS links traverse D4 channels banks, the D4 channel bank are often shelves in bays. The first level of diversity is that the CCS links are on different interfaces to different D4 channel banks, the channel banks aggregate link (DS-1) connects to diverse M13 multiplexes or DCS frames, continuing through the multiplexing levels across diverse transport paths. This could be called NE diversity.

		Delete BP-it is not relevant anymore.		 8-7-5129		Network Operators and Service Providers who are required by the government to file outage reports for major network outages should ensure that such reports do not unnecessarily contain information that discloses specific network vulnerabilities, in order to prevent such information from being unnecessarily available in public access.

		Update "NRIC" to "CSRIC" in BP description and reference section.		 8-7-5135		Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should participate in the Network Reliability and Interoperability Council (NRIC) and its focus groups in order to develop industry Best Practices for addressing and mitigating public communications infrastructure vulnerabilities.		Organizations, especially small and newer companies that are not members of NRIC, should benefit from the key learnings from this cooperative industry effort.

		Evaluate second sentence for applicability. If accepted, consider moving second sentence to reference section, and including this URL for Appendix Z: (http://www.nric.org/meetings/docs/meeting_20041206/NRICVII_FG2B_December2004_Report.pdf)		 8-7-5227		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should perform after-action reviews of emergency response and restoration of major events to capture lessons learned (e.g., early warning signs) and to enhance emergency response and restoration plans accordingly.  A process similar to NRIC  Appendix Z â€œRecovery Incident Response (IR) Post Mortem Checklistâ€� can be used to capture and identify countermeasures to prevent or mitigate the impact of future incidents and to quickly and effectively restore service from such events in the future.

		2nd sentence should be made into an example (e.g.) or moved to the reference section.		 8-7-5259		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should establish and enforce access control and identification procedures for all individuals (including temporary contractors, and mutual aid workers) at restoration sites for which they have responsibility.  Provide for issuing and proper displaying of ID badges, and the sign-in and escorting procedures, where appropriate.

		Give examples of "diversionary tatics", perhaps in the reference section.		 8-7-5269		Network Operators, Service Providers, Equipment Suppliers and Property Managers should incorporate various types of diversionary tactics into exercises to assess the security response.

		Delete BP-doesn't apply to reliability, resiliency or interoperability.		 8-7-5282		Service Providers should coordinate with Property Managers to ensure adequate growth space. 

		Revise to ensure the two thoughts in the BP are related. Add equipment supplier to first sentence (if accepted, Network Roles will need to be updated). Update standard in reference section to ATIS-0300276.2008, August 2008.		 8-7-8027		Source, Object, and Binary Code Integrity:  Network Operators and Service Providers should use software change management systems that control, monitor, and record access to master source of software.  Ensure network equipment and network management code consistency through checks such as digital signatures, secure hash algorithms, and periodic audits.		http://www.atis.org/  - T1 276-2003 Operations, Administration, Maintenance, and Provisioning Security Requirements for the Public Telecommunications Network: A Baseline of Security Requirements for the Management Plane: July, 2003 

		Move second and third sentence in BP description to reference section. Remove NRIC BP 0598 from reference section, as it doesn't exist.		 8-7-8062		IR (Incident Response) Team:  Network Operators and Service Providers should identify and train a Computer Security Incident Response (CSIRT) Team.  This team should have access to the CSO (or functional equivalent) and should be empowered by senior management.  The team should include security, networking, and system administration specialists but have the ability to augment itself with expertise from any division of the organization.  Organizations that establish part-time CSIRTs should ensure representatives are detailed to the team for a suitable period of time bearing in mind both the costs and benefits of rotating staff through a specialized team.		IETF RFC2350, CMU/SEI-98-HB-001. Also, NRIC BP 0598.

		Reword BP to align with Best Practices Tutorial; remove book references; reference section needs to be reworded to be more succinct.		 8-7-8077		Compensating Control for Weak Authentication Methods:  For Network Operators and Service Providers legacy systems without adequate access control capabilities, access control lists (ACLs) should be used to restrict which machines can access the device and/or application.  In order to provide granular authentication, a bastion host that logs user activities should be used to centralize access to such devices and applications, where feasible.		In the long term, the vendor should be engaged to correct the issue, either by allowing the built in method to be changed periodically, or by allowing the user to add complementary authentication means that they control, hence creating a two-factor authentication.
Where authentication methods must be shared, create an enforceable authentication method policy that addresses the periodic changing of the characteristics of the authentication method, and the dissemination of the method based on the principle of least privilege. If the authentication methods are shared, policy to implement least privilege access and periodic authentication characteristic change should be developed and implemented. Consider replacement of device at end of life, especially if the device is protecting key equipment. Implement a periodic audit program to verify policy compliance.Garfinkel, Simson, and Gene Spafford. Users and Passwords. Practical Unix & Internet Security, 2nd ed. Sebastopol, CA: O'Reilly and Associates, Inc. 1996. 49-69
King, Christopher M., Curtis E. Dalton, and T. Ertem Osmanoglu. Applying Policies to Derive the Requirements. Security Architecture, Design, Deployment & Operations. Berkley, CA: The McGraw-Hill Companies. 2001. 66-110
National Institute of Standards and Technology. User Account Management. Generally Accepted Principles and Practices for Securing Information Technology Systems. September 1996.
Dependency on NRIC BP 8007.

		There are multiple separate thoughts in this BP- make them separate BPs. Remove book references in reference section.		 8-7-8083		Protect Authentication Files and/or Databases:  Authentication databases/files used by Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers must be protected from unauthorized access, and must be backed-up and securely stored in case they need to be restored. Filter access to the TCP and/or UDP ports serving the database at the network border.  Use strong authentication for those requiring access. Prevent users from viewing directory and file names that they are not authorized to access.   Enforce a policy of least privilege.  Build a backup system in the event of loss of the primary system.  Document and test  procedures for backup and restoral of the directory.		Garfinkel, Simson, and Gene Spafford. Users, Groups, and the Superuser. Practical Unix & Internet Security, 2nd ed. Sebastopol, CA: O'Reilly and Associates, Inc. 1996. 71-137
King, Christopher M., Curtis E. Dalton, and T. Ertem Osmanoglu. Platform Hardening. Security Architecture, Design, Deployment & Operations. Berkley, CA: The McGraw-Hill Companies. 2001. 256-284
National Institute of Standards and Technology. Secure Authentication Data as it is Entered. Generally Accepted Principles and Practices for Securing Information Technology Systems. September 1996
McClure, Stuart, Joel Scambray, George Kurtz. Enumeration. Hacking Exposed, Network Security Secrets and Solutions, 3rd Edition. Berkley, CA. The McGraw-Hill Companies. 2001. 63-112.

		Reword BP to align with Best Practices Tutorial. Remove book references in reference section.		 8-7-8084		Create Trusted PKI Infrastructure When Using Generally Available PKI Solutions:  When using digital certificates, Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should create a valid, trusted PKI infrastructure, using a root certificate from a recognized Certificate Authority or Registration Authority.  Assure your devices and applications only accept certificates that were created from a valid PKI infrastructure.  Configure your Certificate Authority or Registration Authority to protect it from denial of service attacks.		Nichols, Randall K., Daniel J. Ryan, Julie J. C. H. Ryan.  Digital Signatures and Certification Authorities - Technology, Policy, and Legal Issues.  Defending Your Digital Assets Against Hackers, Crackers, Spies and Thieves.  New York, NY.  The McGraw-Hill Companies. 2000. 263-294.

		Remove "Based on the principles of leastâ€“privilege (the minimum access needed to perform the job) and separation of duties (certain users perform certain tasks)," from BP description. Remove book references in reference section. Update "http://www.atis.org/ - T1 276-2003 Operations, Administration, Maintenance, and Provisioning Security Requirements for the Public Telecommunications Network: A Baseline of Security Requirements for the Management Plane: July, 2003." to " ATIS-0300276.2008, Operations, Administration, Maintenance, and Provisioning Security Requirements for the Public Telecommunications Network: A Baseline of Security Requirements for the Management Plane, http://www.atis.org/docstore.		 8-7-8086		Define User Access Requirements and Levels:  Based on the principles of leastâ€“privilege (the minimum access needed to perform the job) and separation of duties (certain users perform certain tasks), Network Operators and Service Providers should develop processes to determine which users require access to a specific device or application.  Equipment Suppliers should provide capability to support access levels.		These processes should be used to develop criteria for determining who can be authorized to access a specific device or application.  The criteria can be used to develop and implement access privilege levels (for example, role-based access, tiered access) for specific devices or applications. These levels may provide authorization for certain users to perform specific functions. Garfinkel, Simson, and Gene Spafford. Personnel Security. Practical Unix & Internet Security, 2nd ed. Sebastopol, CA: O'Reilly and Associates, Inc. 1996. 389-395
King, Christopher M., Curtis E. Dalton, and T. Ertem Osmanoglu. Applying Policies to Derive the Requirements. Security Architecture, Design, Deployment & Operations. Berkley, CA: The McGraw-Hill Companies. 2001. 66-110
National Institute of Standards and Technology. Access Control Mechanisms, Access Control Lists (ACLs). Generally Accepted Principles and Practices for Securing Information Technology Systems. September 1996
Information Security Forum. Access Control Policies. The Forum's Standard of Good Practice,The Standard for Information Security. November 2000.http://www.atis.org/ - T1 276-2003 Operations, Administration, Maintenance, and Provisioning Security Requirements for the Public Telecommunications Network: A Baseline of Security Requirements for the Management Plane: July, 2003.

		Move second and third sentence in BP description to reference section.		 8-7-8526		Recover from Interior Routing Table Corruption: If the interior routing has been corrupted, Network Operators and Service Providers should implement policies that filters routes imported into the routing  table.  The same filtering methods used in NRIC 8045 can be applied more aggressively. The malicious routes will expire from the table, be replaced by legitimate updates, or in emergencies, can be manually deleted from the tables.  If needed, the authentication mechanism/crypto keys between IGP neighbors should also be changed.

		Replace Appendix X with "NRIC VII FG2B Cyber Security Best Practices November 2004 Report, Appendix X. Computer Security Incident Response Process". Add reference for Appendix X: http://www.nric.org/meetings/docs/meeting_20041206/NRICVII_FG2B_December2004_BPs_Appendices.pdf, pg 55.		 8-7-8548		Incident Response (IR) Procedures: When a service outage or security incident occurs, Network Operators and Service Providers should follow processes similar to Appendix X.		IETF RFC2350, US-CERT
NRIC BP 8074,  8075, 0561, 0599, 5092, 5239, 1001, 1002, 1004, 1006, 1009, 1010, 1016

		Revise BP to conform to the Best Practices Tutorial. Remove book references in reference section.		 8-7-8089		Conduct Risk Assessments to Determine Appropriate Security Controls:  Network Operators, Service Providers and Equipment Suppliers should perform a risk assessment of all systems and classify them by the value they have to the company, and the impact to the company if they are compromised or lost. Based on the risk assessment, develop a security policy which recommends and assigns the appropriate controls to protect the system.		Nichols, Randall K., Daniel J. Ryan, Julie J. C. H. Ryan.  Access Controls - Two Views.  Defending Your Digital Assets Against Hackers, Crackers, Spies and Thieves.  New York, NY.  The McGraw-Hill Companies.  2000. 242-261

		Remove " Implementation in all networks should be in accordance with ANSI T1.111." from the BP description. Remove current reference and replace with "Implementation should be in accordance with "ATIS-1000111.2005(R2010), Signalling System Number 7 (SS7) – Message Transfer Part (MTP), July 2005, http://www.atis.org/docstore."		 8-7-1063		Network Operators and Service Providers should set Initial Address Messages (IAMs) to congestion priority in accordance with applicable ANSI standards. This will ensure government emergency calls (e.g., 911, GETS ) receive proper priority during national emergency situations. Implementation in all networks should be in accordance with ANSI T1.111.		The Network Interconnection Interoperability Forum (NIIF) (http://www.atis.org/niif/pots.asp), is tracking implementation as part of NIIF Issue 0095 in coordination with the Office of the Manager, National Communications System.
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		Missing part of reference: http://www.iab.org) Equipment and software vendors define the private MIBs unilaterally.		 8-7-0432		Standardized MIBs:   Equipment Suppliers should support standardized MIBs (Management Information Bases) and maintain documentation of private and enterprise MIBs.		Enterprise MIBs are those written by vendors for their particular object. The managed object can furnish both standard MIB and enterprise MIB information. The standard MIBs are those that have been approved by the IAB (Internet Architecture Board, http://





